Multi-unit mapping of acoustic stimuli in gerbil inferior colliculus.
Multi-unit peristimulus time (MU-PST) histograms were recorded in the gerbil inferior colliculus (IC) in response to tone burst stimuli. Histograms were collected every 100 microns as the recording electrode was advanced along the tonotopic axis of the central nucleus of the IC. Space/time maps of neural activity were constructed from these data. In most of our sample the pattern of response changed systematically as the stimulating frequency was increased in octave steps. At low frequencies (< 500 Hz) the pattern of response was broadly distributed spatially and phase-locked to the stimulus frequency. At higher frequencies (> 1 kHz) the pattern of response was more localized and showed no evidence of phase locking. The location of the maximum response to tones from 1 to 32 kHz moved ventrally along the tonotopic axis at an approximate rate of 230 microns/stimulus octave. The patterns of response were localized near stimulus threshold and spread over a larger region as level increased. This method of collecting and displaying multi-unit response maps provides an overview of ensemble activity that allows concurrent observation of spatial and temporal variations in activity patterns. The quantitative analysis of components of MU-PST Maps are consistent with trends illustrated with single-unit tuning and level functions. This perspective of IC activity suggests potential processing mechanisms that are congruent with single-unit reconstructions.